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ARTS & CULTURE

Amazon Move to Buy MGM Is Latest Big Media Deal
May 26, 2021

Online marketplace Amazon announced plans Wednesday to buy movie production company
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer in a deal valued at $8.45 billion.

�e deal has some observers concerned that a few media companies are getting too big.

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer, known as MGM, started making movies in 1924, before �lms had
sound. �e movie production company created well-known movies that include Gone With
the Wind and �e Wizard of Oz. But it no longer owns the rights to those �lms.

MGM also shares ownership of the James Bond action movies. �e release of the latest �lm in
the series, No Time to Die, has been delayed by the coronavirus health crisis.

In addition to �lms, MGM also produces television shows including Shark Tank and �e Real
Housewives of Beverly Hills.

�e movie studio has been for sale for a number of years and sought legal protection from its
creditors in 2010 a�er having �nancial problems.

Media competition

Observers say Amazon is trying to compete with other large media and entertainment
companies like Net�ix and Disney.

Earlier this month, AT&T and Discovery, owner of the Discovery Channel, said they would
seek to form a new company that includes CNN, the Food Network and HBO.
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Amazon already has its own movie studio. But it is looking for more movies and shows to o�er
its Amazon Prime subscribers through online streaming.

Some successful Amazon television shows and movies include �e Marvelous Mrs. Maisel,
Fleabag and �e Sound of Metal, which recently won Academy Awards.

Amazon is also developing a television version of the Lord of the Rings movies and books.

However, the U.S. and other governments are concerned some media companies are getting
too big and pushing out competitors. A report from the U.S. House of Representatives last
year suggested that Amazon and other large, in�uential companies should be broken up.

I’m Dan Friedell.

Joseph Pisani wrote this story for �e Associated Press. Dan Friedell adapted it for Learning
English. Mario Ritter, Jr. was the editor.

Do you think Amazon is getting too big? Tell us in the Comments Section and visit our Face‐
book page.

____________________________________________________________

Words in �is Story

studio - n. a company that makes movies or television shows

entertainment –n. the pleasure that comes from watching performers, playing games and
similar activities

subscriber- n. someone who pays money to get a publication or service regularly

streaming –n. material that plays continuously as data is sent from a computer over the
internet
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